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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Throughout this note, U will denote the open unit disc ) .z 1 < 1 and 9 
the family of all compact sets K in the complement of 0 with respect to the 
complex plane having connected complements. For each K E 9, let A(K) 
be the Banach space of all functions continuous on K and holomorphic in the 
interior of K with the supremum norm 11 jig. If K has no interior points, then 
A(K) coincides with C(K), the space of all continuous functions on K. A 
power series with center at the origin and radius of convergence one will 
be called a power series in U. 
Let S be a power series in U. Then S cannot converge outside 0, but some 
subsequence {Sati} of the sequence (S,] of partial sums of S may. This 
phenomenon is called overconvergence. In this note, we establish the existence 
of a “universal series” in U: 
THEOREM. There exists a power series S in U with the property that for 
every set K in F and every function f in A(K), there is a subsequence of the 
sequence of partial sums of S that converges to f uniformly on K. 
This result is related to some earlier work of G. Bourion [l, 21, which also 
shows that the function defined by a power series in U need not be related to 
the functions obtained by overconvergence outside U. 
2. PROOF OF THE RESULT 
We first prove two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let K E 9. Then every f E A(K) can be un$ormly approximated 
on K by polynomials p,(z) = a,, + .*. + ann.zn such that xE==, 1 ank I2 --f 0. 
In particular, every f E A(K) can be unaformly approximated on K by poly- 
nomials whose coeficients are bounded by one. 
Proof. Let f E A(K). Since K and a are disjoint, we can define 
F(z) = f  (z), if ZEK, 
zzz 0. if z E 0. 
Clearly, KU a has connected complement and F is in A(K u a). By 
Merge1 yan’s theorem (cf. [3]), F can be uniformly approximated on 
KU 0 by polynomials 
p,(z) = a,, + ad + ... + annzn. 
Hence, 
and 
-flh = UP, --l//~-+0 
LEMMA 2. Let K E .F, f  E A(K), and let the k, be positive integers tending 
to infinity. Then f  can be uniformly approximated on K by polynomials 
p,(z) = zkn + bk,+lzk*+l + ... + b,nxm*, 
where k, < m, and I 6, I ,( 1 for j = k, + I,..., m, . 
Proof. For K E 9, let d = II z jIK. Since 0 $ K, (f(z) - zkn)/zkn+l E A(K). 
By Lemma 1, there is a polynomial qn whose coefficients are bounded by one, 
such that 
II Q&> - ( f(z) - zk”)lz”n+l IIK d (&)“” 
for each n. Let 
P,(z) = Zk, + Zk”flc&(Z). 
Then 
The other properties of p, can be easily verified. 
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Construction of a power series S for the theorem 
Let (K,) be a sequence of sets in 9 such that every set Kin 9 lies in some 
K, . For instance, we may take those sets of 9 which are finite unions of 
closed discs with rational complex centers and rational radii. Now, for each 
m = 1, 2,..., let {fm,j>, j = 1, Z..., be a countable dense set in A(K,). (For 
example, we can take the polynomials with rational complex coefficients.) 
Consider a countable listing9 of the pairs ( fm,r; K,), j = 1, 2 ,...; m = I,2 ,..., 
so that (for technical reasons) every such pair occurs infinitely often in 9. Let 
g = {(gr;L,), (ga;L,),...}. We use Lemma 2 repeatedly. Thus, there is a 
polynomial sl(.z) = 1 + a,2 + ... + arc,,&, whose coefficients are bounded 
by one such that 
Let 
II% -g& G 1. 
sz(z) = .zkl+l + ak1+2zk1+2 + ... + ak,zk2 
be such that the coefficients are bounded by one and 
II s-2 - kz - ~,)llI,, < * * 
Similarly, for n = 2, 3 ,..., let 
sn(z) = .z”*-~+~ + alc,-1+2zkn-1+2 + ... + aknzkn 
be a polynomial with coefficients bounded by one such that 
II ha - kn - s1 - ... - hz-l)lIL, d +-. 
We define our power series S as 
Sl(Z) + .*. + s,(z) + ... = 1 + a,z + ... + ak,& + ... + zkn-l+’ 
+ ak,-l+2zk+1+2 + ... + ak,xkfi + ... , 
Since all coefficients of S are bounded by one and the coefficient one appears 
infinitely often, S is a power series in U. 
Completion of the proof 
Let K be any set in 9r and let f  be any function in A(K). By Mergelyan’s 
theorem, there is a sequence of polynomials pj such that 
llf-PA+. 
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Let K C K,,, . For each j = 1, 2,..., we 
IlfmJc, - P3 llKm -=c ;
choose fm,k, such that 
The pair (f&k,; Km) appears infinitely often in 8, say at (g+ L,,J, 
(gn,; L,,J,... . That is, 
&a, =&bs = ‘** =fm*kj and L,l = L,,, = .a- = Km. 
Let s, + **a + s,,, be the Ni-th partial S,, sum of S. Then 
11 sNj -fm,k, km = 11 hi - gq IIL,, 
= II &a, - (gn, - $1 - **. - %,-l)llLn,, < +, * 3 
Therefore, 
11 sNj -f lk < II sNj -fm.X, IIK + IlfmJc, --P3 I/K + 11p3 -f I/K 
< II sNj -fm.lq UK,,, + IIfm.k, - Pj I&,,, + ; 
as j, and hence n3 and Nj , tend to infinity. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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